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Allibliometrit Evaluation of Core Journali in Communication Research

Publication and citation accounting techniques have been used in the .

assessment of scientific activity for at least 50 years (Narin, 1977).

Studies have been conducted for twn purposes; (1),as tools for the librarian

in evaluating particular
collections, and (2) to evaluate scientific activity.

The citation study technique, known as bibliometrics, has proved valuable for

both purposes. The present resea5ch was undertaken to evaluate scholarly

t/

exchange between the core journals in the field of- communication. The study

assumes theta meaningful relationship exists between a scIplarly paper'lnd

some other paper tha0,t cites or that cites it.. ,Aziournal reference is an

indication that an author has read an article and thinks that it is important

enough to bring to the attention of other scholars. Consequently, the'more

often a journaI1S articles are cited, the more researchers in a given field'ac-
.

knowledge that journal as a transmitter of important scientific information.

In addition to providing evaluative information about communication .

journals, this study also viewed-citation links between journa s as important

indicators of communication behavior'per se. ommunication esearchers,must

tolerate one of'the WOrst cases of information scatter that can be found in the

,

sciences (Paisley, 1970. The interdisciplinary, nature of research activity

and training ties the field not to one but several informatiOn bases. Further,

theaq information bases are most frequently tied-to disciplines (e.g. psy-

chnlogy, sociology anthropology) which have different traditions for segment-

s-
/
ing and indexing theirsresearch.

(1972) offered.a quote from a 1966 .

paper by Schramm as a.summary of:the problem of information scatter iii,cadt-

municetion:

'1'Every discipline concerned with human eociety and human_behav or.must

necessarily be concerned about communication. It is no accid t that

(the past'15 years of communication research) has involved y
choloatsts, sociologists, anthropologists, political scientists,

economists, linguists, educators,-and mathematicians, as well as the

comparatively small group of individuals who think-pf themselves

primarily as communication scholars. This is salutary because the
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methods and ins hts of all these disciplines can-be brought to

bear on the stildy of communication, but on the other hand it re-

quires any'student of communication to look in many,places for.r

his basic material. A student of pre-Cambrian geology, to ta e

a contrasting example, can he reasonably sure that the chiefy pers

in the field will be written by-geologists, that they will be listed

together and will build on one another; btit a student who wants .tp

comprehend the sum total of existing knowledge of human communica-

tion must search at least half a dozen scholarly fields (an under-

estimate), and he can be fairly sure that the articles will go off

in many directions-and will not all build on one another. This is

one of the reasons why a-unified and systematic theory of human

colimunication has been slow toOemerge."

Parker, Paisley', and Garrett (1966) first used bihiiametric analysis in/

an attempt to describe empirically the information scatter problem; They

analyzed 9,900 citations appearing im 17 academic journals from11950 to 1965

and found that the citations were scattered across 714 cited journals. In

41
other words, these 17 journa/s (which includea six communication journals

published at the time -- Journal of Communication, Journal of Broaddasting,

-

Public Opinion Quarterly, Journalism Quarterly, Jpurnal of Advertising Re.-

search, and Audio-Visual Communication'aeview)
1 cited 714 separate journal .

titles. In am analysis of the citation connections between the Same journals;

it was shown that the separate journals weie actually"Unconnected sublitera-

tures. Cluster analyses found that each of the journals belonged to separate

groups as indicated by several empty cells in the journal-by-journal cite.-

yion
matrix.

The first question in our study iia:tbout changes in the structure of the,
. r

communication literature. New areas of communication research-have been intro-

duced, academic units have been created or reorganized, and new journals de- //

voted to communication reeearch have begun. Has the information scatter probl'èm-

I

been eliminated? Has the dopendence"of cotmunication researchers on:other lit-

;

eratures increased or decrensed?,---Mtiit-in be sald'about cothmiinication res'earch

as a unified literature?

,Second, -what can be said about the new,communication journals

in the last ten years? How have these journals-defined themselves

establishea'

as determined

`t
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by their citation links with other literatures? How important are these

-
journals for scholars'publishing in-other communication journals-for-%

-.

' I

scholars publishing:in other communication jOurnals and in other social

science journals? What are the linFs betweed these

t.1

new journals and the

more-established jourdals? Do the neurjournals have unique roles in the

field or do they merely supplement older journals?_ What evidence is there

so,

that new-journals are needed br that older journal, s should, establish differ-

ent'orientations? Are chere'ne-eded links between areas of communication re-

_
searC-h that ,a new journal could provide?

Third, the organliatian of academiC departments in,cammunitition is

currently being discussed ia several universities and hasiblen accOmplished
;

recently in others. Does the ekchange
Ofoscholarly inforMation have any

beSring on which units should be colined and.on what form thelaiger units

should take? -What ia the nature of the scholarly exchanges that take plaCe,

. 4k

for examge, between speech deliartmentisnd.schools
of journalism, or'between'.

interperional re(edrchers and mass media rsdarchers?

Bibliametric analyses have been shown to be useful for these'purposes in

other rese.irch areas (Garfield, Maline an& Small, 197Q). These same strategies

have also been used to determine a core set of journals in areas like commuaica-

tion (Subramanyam, 1976). However, most authoxs who discuss the application of

'citation analyses to journal evaluations and academic exchange are quick to point

out the limitatiOns of these data. Like most evaluative information,-citation

data should not be applied without consideration of othe'r>inpilt, both sub-

jective ail(' objective. A growing body of literature does suggestIthat cita-

4._tion data can provide a relatively objective evaluation for journal editOri,

9

the academoic associations that publish journals, and the researchers who con-

tribute to the journals, as well awprovide information.about 'few research

specialtiesi and a determiiation of the interdisciplinary
character of research

programs and projects (Lrfield, Malin add-Sisill, 1978).

5
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Methods'

Most of the data required for bibliametric analysis are available in
; .

the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) and the yearly summary analyses

4 .

reported in the Journal Citatioft Reports (JCR). The 1979 JCR, for example,

was,based on 8 million .c..A1.?.tationa- from the references of over 700,000 articles

published in the 1979 idtueg of 6,000 journals. Although JCR is mostly

concerned with citationa from the SSCI, referetFes to articles catalogued ia

the Science CitatiOn Index and the Arts and Humanities/Citation Index re also

inciuded. Thla^gileviates citation problems forMultidisciplinary research

areas such as cqmmunication. The following are the most essential data,used
,

to create the JCR: (15 titles and years of publiCation of social science

journals cited during a given.ytar and the titles of the journalS whigh ciled

i" them; and (2) titles of articles in1a given year and the titles and years of'
/

all journals which they cited during that year. From'this inOrmatiOn several

different descriptive statistics are compUted which describe journal performance

al well as pkteractfon among journald.

Thestatistics reported in the'JCR apply to these basic questions:
2,

1. How often has a journal been cited?'

7-- 2. Does the Material-Cited in a particular journal came primarily from

older articles, new articles, or does.the citation pattern show chronologicaP

consiatency2-__

3. What jodinalth have-tieerii:Ited by he particularttoUrnal?

4. How often has a journal cited other journals?

Is the journal citing'old or new material?

6. What proportion of these citations are self-citations? In summary,

who uses a particular journal, how freqtiently, and for what*pimposei -With par-
,

ticular reference to the field of communication, how mtiCh.cross-citatipn lists

'within the field of communication and is there a strolig allegiance to communica-
,

tion research or do strong ties exist to other disciplines?

6
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--jhefirSt---step in the-analysis was to telect a core bet' of journals..

Initially, nine journals Were selected which were (1) refervnced bY SSCI,

(2).concerned pritharily with communication research and, (3) -in the judgmeet

of an informal sample of members, were consulted and used as.a publication

,
_

outlet by researchers in tHe various divisions of tihe International ComMunica-
'

tion Association. Later empirical analyses showed that these journals were

clearly most influential in the field. The journals u-sed were:

Central States Speech Journal (CCSJ)

Communication Research (CR)

Jou6a1 of Broadcasting (JOB)

Journal Of Communication (JOC)

Journalism Quarterly (JQ)

"Public Opialion Quarterly (POW)

-
Quarterly Journal of'Speech (QJS)

3

Human Communication Research (HCR)

4

Communication Monographs (Speech Monographs)

The amount ofdata collect was limited by the coverage of the JCR.

The first JCR for SSCI was
19774d the latest available was 1979 (the 1980

CP

,

is e will be available ih latelfil and will eventually be added to the data

aet)
_The_folloW#g_clata wete available from the JCR for.eadh of the journals

cover (witA the:exception gf_HCR):
c

1. The total number of citatiofts made by a journal to all other aources.

a-
2). The total ntimber'of citations made

by.ihe journal to each of the nine

other journals studied.
.

3. The total number of citations
_

sources Covered by, SSCI.

received by a journal from all other

4.. The totai number of Citations received by a journal from eabh of the

.
nine journals studied.

7
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For the 1977 through 1979 issaes of Human Communication Research, items

1, 2, and 4' were colIeceed by hand. ftem number three could not be obtained

without the use df the full universe of-SSCI data. There is also a bias_ - -_

in the'data for HCR. JCR reports cites made to or received by a specific

journal oniy if the journal makes (or receives) 6 or more citations in a year.

Citations contributed by a journal, which total fewer than 6 are put into an

flother" cateiory and are included in the total number of citations made (or

received) for the year. The result is that item 1 above should be the same

for the JCR data and 'the hand-tabulated data, but items 2 and 4 may be more

conservative Inrhe JCR data.

For all nine journals, the number of articles publishea each year irom

1975 through 1979 were collected. From these data, the following measures

were constructed:

1.4111ap number of articies published (Table 1)..

2. 'The number of citations made (Zable 1).

3. The number of citations made per article (Table 2).

4. The ratio of citations received to citations made (Table 2).

This number indicates a journal's importance based on the relative balanie

of outgoing to incoming citations.. The higher the ratio, the more a journal

is used.

5. The ratio of self-citations received to all citations received (Table

2 .

6. The, percentage of citations to other core communication journals

(Table 3).

7. The percentage of citations to other core communication journals that

are self-citations (Table 3).

/

8. The percentage of a tes that were'self-citations (Table 3).

The journal/year units. Th value indicates the number of journal

issues from which citations to core communication journals are taken.
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10. A discipline impact factor (DIF) (Table 4): This value was first

proposed by Hirst (1978) as a measure of a journal's importance within a set

of core journals. For each journal J, the DIF equals the number of citations

to 1975-1974 issues_of journal J made hy 1977-1979'issues-of all nine core

communicationipurnals (including
self7sitations), divided by the total number__

of articles,publIshed in J during 1975-1979. The DIF is similar to the im-

pact factor (a measure from the JCR discussed below), but uses only the core
-;

communication journals.

11. kinitrii'of citations made by citations received (TabI6,5)._ This

shows the pattern:of citations among the core jOUrnals. ,The diagonal shows the

self-citations for each journal.

Two additional statistfcs were selected from the available JCR statistics:

12. An impact factor indicates the frequency with which the averSge

cited article in a journal has been cited in a given year (Table 4). This

r
statistic is computed for each journal and is the ratio_of the citations made

to the last two years of the journal, to the number of articles publithed in

those two years. This yields an average number pf citations per article.

Thlwratio tends to discount the advantage of large, established arid frequently

issued journals over those that are small (in terms of circulation), new,

and issued fewer times'per year. The higher the impact factor, the more

likely it is,that rticles from a particular journal Sre being used by other

scholars.

13. The journal half-life statistic indicates the historical importance

of a journal (Table 4). The specific value for journal half-life ii the number
4 /

(

dr.

of journal publicaiion years, fram the currlit year back, whose articles account

for 50% of the total
citations-received in a given year. A shoit half-life

implies thatmost citations to a particular j ournal were to-the most recent

years of the journal, whereas a'lenger half-life shows that rpcent,citations

(
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to a journal emphasize older volumes of the journal. For example, a half-

,

^life of 3.7 means that,50% of the citations to a parikicular journal in a

given year were to issuea of the iournal that are At least 3.7 years old.

Half-life daAa were available for only five of the journals and only for two

years, 1978 and 1979., \k

In an attempt to identify the next tier of relevant 'journals in.com-

munication, we generated a list of all journals cited by any of the nine core

communication jOurnals.in the period covered (1977-1979). To be-condidered,

a journal had to be cited more times than the minimum required for listing by

title in the JCR. These Bata produced a list of 54 journals from the JpR

data an4,98 journals from the list for HCR. The two lists combined yielded
r,

134 non-redundant journal titles.

Results

There was little variance in the number of a cles pubiished from 1975

to 1979 for each of the nine core journals (rable 1). There was, however, con-

siderable variance in the average number of articles per journal over the-same

period. The mean number of articles published varied from 30.2 (QJS) to 101

(JQ). There were also considerable differences in the number of citations

'made in-each of the journals. The mean number of citations per article for

1977 to (11.979 range&from 11.4(-(J0C) to 35.3 (HCR). The measure of citations
,

received relative(tO citations made shows that with'one'exc4tion (POQ), com-

munication journals makefar more...references than they receive, even when self-
,

;

citations are included in theilly (although data are missin or Communica-

tion Monographs and Human Communication Research). Exluding POQ, communication

journals on the average make five citations for every one that,they receive

(Table 2).

Table 3 shows that on the average, 13% of the citations in the core journals

are to other communication journals (including self-citations). The range is

10
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from 10i for QJS 65) 20% for JQ. While this
representg-little variance in

\eachjournal's reliance on,the other core
communi4ation'publication , there

is a great dtal of variance in the percentage of the communication citations

that are self-citations
cOluma-2', Table 3)% For example, while only,13% of

the cices in POQ are to other communication
journals, 79% of those cites ar

to POQ...Conversely,
CSSJ, which has about the same percentage of citations

other communication jouimals as POQ, cites 'itself only 9% of'She time. Up

average percentage of self-citations 1s"44% 'across the nine'communication

journals. The ratio of self-cites to all citations made is shown in column 3

.

. .

of Table 3 Snd ranges from 1% (CSSJ) to p% -(4).

,

The two impact factors (Table 4) indicate ajournal's influence outside

of ehe field of communication (the impact factoi reported by the Journal

Citation Report)
and'influence specific to 526munication (the Discipline Impact

Factor computed from just the nine communication journals). The two sets.of

tivalues how different influence patternstas
indicated by the low rank-order

correlation between the scores (r...22, n..8, n.s.). From the available data,

HCR is the most influential journal within'the field, although, unfortunately,

it is impossible to compare thia result with an external rating. The leading-

journal in external influence was POQ.
Interestingly, POQ was one of the ,

lowest rated journals when just communication
journals were considered. JOC and

CR were also rated several ranks-higher in the external ranking than in the

internal ranking.,
. ,

The DIF- statistic provided empirical support
for selection of the nine core

journals in tilis study.
There were no other journals ( f qose analyzed by

the JCR) that had higher DIF.4:cores. Of.the 90 other journals that were cited
Ii

by any of the core communication journals, only 22 received eight or more cita- .

tions. A DIF score-was.computed for each of these journals for which the number
4

of articles
publishediin 1975-1979 could be determined.

While the DIF scorei
. ,

,

for the core journals ranged from 1.36 to 0.27 the highest score f r a non-core

1 1
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,:-Jottrnair s 0.18 for the American Political-Science Review.- The APSR received,_

.

' 45 cita s from the co're Soufnals,--but they representfd only-5 journal4yeat-

units.
5 The other journal's mbst-,cited by the eore communication journalg are

420-

listed in Table 5.

Journal half-life data were available for only five of the core journals

(Table.4). While-these data are too liblited to.draw any well-substafttiated

,

conclusions, it is of note that POQ.has a half-life of greater than 10 years

(the maximum computed by JCR), while the'other Sournals have considerably

A

shorter half-lives. This suggests that citations to POQ are to older articles
,

(on the average, over 10 years old), whereas citations.to JOC, for example,,are

to more recent issues. Unfortunately, these data could indicate that a journal

has either very important older articles or has not published recent articles

that have been heavily cited.

Data ffom the matrix of jcurnal-to-journal'citations shown in Table 6

were plotted. in FigUre 1. The journal network was consttucted using the NEGOPY

Le/

criteria-for analyzing communication links between n nodes (Rogers and Kincaid;

1981). Only those links greater than the mean link (excluding:diagonal values)

were plotteL The differentaized lines indicate the strengt"h of the citation

\inks. The exact values for self-citation and strength of the links are in-

cheated in Table 4. Links without arrows are bi-directional.

The network analysis shawed that the nine journals fell into two groups;

speec4riented journals (WS, CCSJ, and CM) xnd mass communication journals
u

_.

(JQ, CR, POO, JOB and JOC), with HCR as the bgdge between the twlo groups.

Although there are exceptions for specific journal articles, a majofIty of the

articles published in the two grouiis are consistent with these labels. The

speech journals.have..strong links'td each other, but no links to other communica-

tipn journals except HCR. CM is the only journal with strong links to HCR

and is the only reciprocated link, to HCR. HCR; in turn, has links to JOC:and.
/4,



buCthese links are not reciprocated. ,Within the mass communication
(---

,

I

cluster, it was found that all journals cite POQ, but POQ reciprocates none
I

/

.

,

of the liaks. JQ and JOC each have links to-lour other journals and links

r'
from three.

:Or

Discussion

Campared to the data from the i'arker, et al., study of citations from 1956

to 1965, these data indicate that communication researchers are less dependent

,on-other social science journals in the conduct of their research. A greater

percentage of citations in the last five years are citations to other core

communication publications.
This diffarence is likely even greater than a

comparison of present and past
research<Ould indicate because the past study

used several non-cammunication
journals in the creation of a core list.

Despite an appareht trend toward theoretical integration in same areas

of communication research, there ,remains a &ther distinct grouping of inteyests.

Perhaps the ladministrative
organization of scholars in communication is mot,

influential in determining cammunication patterns than substantive similarities

in the content of scholarship. It is also possible that despite nei,er depart-

ments of communication, which tend to combine research interests across the two'

-

ne.iwork groups, a substantial
influence remains from more traditional interests

4sich as rhetoric and journalism. Academic associations such as the Speech

Communication Association and the Association for Pucation in Journalism' may

also influence these groups.

Interestingly, the one journal which bridges
these'groups (HCR) is a newer

journal published by an association with fewer ties to ,the more traditional

divisions in communication research. ft is the journal where interpersonal

and mass coMmunication interests are most likely toimeet, a4houghl'y follow-

ing the directional links, mass communication
researchers are more likely to

see the speech cammunication material than vice versa. The.other important

13
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journal in c. uniCation is POQ. ,If an author wanted the largest possOle

audience (in terms of citationo), POQ would-be the jotirnal of choice, as well

as the journal most likely)lio gain recognition for an author outside of com-

munication. It.is, however, the only journal tet.does not reciprocate cite-

y.ons With her co unication.publications. Of 2224 citations made from 1977

to 1979, onIy 60 were to any of the other eight communicarion journals.

Alle these daia relevant to publication policy issUes such as the

,

creatiOn -doe.new journals and th'e grading of current journal practices, the data

do not suggest exactly what the policies should be. In light of the two-group

'14

network found here, a new journal might propose to further bridge the groups

or define an audience within'a singlegroup. Established journals could

alter editorial decisions for either of the same purpOSes. For purposes of

grading existing journals, it1ç±s yorth notini that a large amount of varianc

exists in the use of different publications. While the number of citations

that articles receive is certainly not a sufficient reason to question the

overall contribution of a journal, it may be worth considering the costs of

maintaining sdthe journals. There are several instances of entire journal issues

that have not received even one citation five years after publication.

The primary use of these bibliotetric data should be to evaluate the rela-

tive contribution of each journal; It is difficult, however, to attach an

absolute value td most of the stati:stics. For example, an impact factor of

0.43 '(the average for communication journals) means that in a given year, the

average journal article was cited less than once. But the qualifications on

this number are important. First, the statistic only applies to other journals

referenced by SSCI or the similar indexes_for the physical sciences and human-

ities. It does not include citations in convention papers, book chapters,

unpublished manuscripts, books, technical reports, grant\proposals and other

documents. Second, it is possible (although from past data unlikely) that

14

fr
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existing. issues of particular joUrnals will become more important_in the

future.

Tt is also worth noting ,that communication journals.do not do as well as

core journals in related social sciences. Eor example, the average impact

factor for the top ten journals in psychology is 3.54 compared to 0.43 in com-

munication. Theaverage impact factor for the 12 jourhals most cited'hutside

of the core communication journals.is 1.86. On the other hand, there is

evidence that communication journals provide important links between larger

literatures. 'While the ayerage percentage of citations to core journals', in

communication is only 13%, the mijority of citations in psychology journals

(and journals in most other social sciences) are to other core journals in the

same discipline. These data stiggest that the information scatter problem has

-*

lessonea somewhat, but communication research still remains very much an inter-

disciplinary activity dependent on a wide range of information bases.

4
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1. The non-communication:journals used in this study were: American Behavipral

Scihntist, American Documentation, American Educational Research Journal,

American Psychologist, American Sociological Review, Behavioral Science, Journal

of Personality and Social Psychology, Journal of EducationalPsychologY, Journal

of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, Psychological Bulletin, and Sociometry.

2. These questions were taken from the Journal Citation Reports, 1979, p. 7a. _

3. Human Communication Research was not dovered by Social Science Citation

Index.

4. Speech Monographs became Communication Monogyaphs after the 1975 Volume,

Data were merged where available and appropriate: "
5. The journal/year unit is the set of citations from one year for one journal.

v This index was developed to indicate when a journal cited heavily by another

journal in a single volume was having a disproportionate effect on the DIF. A

relatively low value indicates that citations come from fewer volumes of,the

citing journal; a high value indicates that several volumes of the citing journal

are responsible for the overall number of citations.

., .

6. The top ten journals in psychology were: Psychological Review, Cognitive

Psychology, Annual Review of Psychology, American Psychologist, Psychological

/

Bulletin, Journal of Experimental Psychology ( nimal behavior and general titles),

Psychosomatic Medicine, Journal of PersonalitI and Social Psychology and Journal

of Abnormal Psychology. It is interesting to ote that the impact factors for

6 of the 10 titles have declined sindt 1977. Scores for three journals were

stable and scores for one, Psychological Bulletin, increased.

41.
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Table 1. Number of Artic/ea PubliAlhed andiCitatioila Made in-Nine Core_Commutabatibn Journals

_ .

2

.

-

ft
Number of Arficles Published

1 - .Citations Made

Core Journals 7 1975 ' 1976, 1977 -.1978 1979 Total -1i- 1977 1978 . 1979 'Total

Cent States Spch J
,s-
.

Comm Mono/Spch Mbno

Communication Res

4
Human Comm Res

J of Broadcasting

-J of Communication

Journalism Quar

Public 0-pin Quar

Quar J of Speech

38

25

28

34

83

103

28

32

41

31'4.

22

28

43

- -- 89

. 101

47

_32

30

33

21 .
J

34

37

105

110

47

30

24

.4, 32

23

31

35

99

107

54

28

29_

26

20

34

35

94

84

46

29

162 324

111 22.2

-155-=---31

184 36.8

470 94

505 101 '

222 44.4

151 30.2

617

971

509

-- :-997

673

1252

-, 1981

645

441

485 874

758 677

533 543

121.9-;--1282.
:

1'318 600.

1060 1073

;474 1733

1010 569

980 918

1976 659

2406 802

1585 528

;
3408. 1166

2591 864

3385 1128

5188 1129

2224_741,

2939 980

1
Includes revij and non-review articles.

A

2
Includes self itations.

4 3
Speech Monographs became Communication lionographs after the.1975 volume.

Data were merged where available'and appropriate.

4Not covered by Social Science Citation Index.
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Tab1e.2. Citations Per Article, Ratio of CitatiOns,Jteceiyed to

Citations Made for Nine Core Communication JourbiaIo

1'

Citations/Article

1
Cites Reed/Cites Made

Core Journals' 1977 1978 1979 1 1977 1978 19g9 X
\-

Cent Statel Spch J 20.5 20.2 30.1 23.8 .0.07 0.11 0.06 0.089

Comm Mono/Spch.-Mono2 29.4. 23.6 26.0' 26.4

Communication Res 24.2 23:2 27.1 24.8 0.15 0.10 0.16 0.14

Human Co= Res
3

29.3 39.3 37.7 .35.3

J of Broadcasting 18.1 37.6 .7.1 24.2 0.17 0.12 0.25 0.18

J.of Communication 11.9 10.7 11.4 11.4 0.18 0.29 0.34 0.27

Journalism Quar 18.0 13.7 20.6 17.2 0.29 0.35

Public Opid Quer 1+7 18.7 12.3 15.1 1.82 0.88 1.33 1.34

Quer J of Speech 34.7 35.0, 31.6 33.8 0.17 0.18 0.29 0.21

1
Includes self-citations.

a

2
Speech Monographs became Communication Monographs-after the 1975 volume:

Data were merged where available and appropriate.

3
Not cavered by Social Science Citation Index.
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Table 3:, Citationla4os ,fnrr Nine Core Communication

Journals,fot 1977-.1 79

\\*

.4

- .

Core Journal
Cites/All Cites

made

SelfJCites/
All core Joilrnal

Central States Spch J .14 .09

1
Comm Mono/Spch Wow

4

.17 .42
-

Communication Res .11 .27

2
Human Comm Res .12 .34

J of Broadcasting .13 .34

J of Communication 117 .35
1

Journalism Quar .20 .70

Public Opin Quer ..13 .79

Quer J of Speech .10 .65

17 .;

Self-Cites/ Journr

All ciees year unit
3

made

.01 10

.07 21

.03

\04 11

8

.04 15

.04 . .18

.14 18

.10 li

.06 . 12

1
Speech Monographs became Communication Monographs after 'the 1975 volume.

Data were m$rged where available and appropriate.

Aot covered by Social Scipnne Citation Index.

3
The journal/year unit is the set of citations from one year for one journal.

This index was developed to indicate when a jovnal cited heavily by another

jdurnal in a single volume was having a disproportionate effect on the'DIF. A

relatively low valhe indicates that citations come from fewer volumes of the citing

journal; a high value indicates that several volumes of the citing journal are ,

responsible for the overall number of citations.

20
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Table 4. ImpactStatistics and Journal Half-Life for

Nine Core Commu4ication -journals
(

-I
Core Jodinals

Cent States Spch J

5
Comm Monol-Spch Mono

CommuniCation Res

6
Human C mm Res

J of B oadcasting

mmunication

nalism Quer

Public Opin Quer'

Quar J of Spee0

1977

'Impact Factor
1

1?

,

2
DIF

1978 1979.

0.11 0.24 0.24 0.20 9.27

(

0.06 0.02 0.43 .,.
r

0.16 0:69

, 0.70 0.42 0.150 0.54 0.50

1.36

0.32 0.44. 0.40 0139 0t55

0.39 0.52 0.44 0.45 .0.37

0.56 0.28 0.33 0.29 0.54

1.17 0.78 0.6 0.85 0.49

0.41 0.66 0.6 `R,59 . 0.85

,

4
Half-life

I .g

\978/ 1979 FE

5.5 5.4

4.0 4.6 4.3

8.9 7,7 8.3

10 10 10

6.4 7.3 6.8

1
The IMPACT FACTOR measures the frequency with which the average cited article in a

journal has been cited in a given year. This statistic is.computed for eaCh journal,

and is the ratio of the ci ations bade to the last two yearsvof "Journal J" to the

number of articles publishd in those twiS years.' This yielde an average number of

ciLtions per article. Th s ratio tends to discount the advahtage of large, estab-\

lished, and frequently is ed journals over those that are small (in terms of circu-

lation), new, and issued ewer times per year. The higher, the impact factor, the

more likely it is that articles from a particular jouinal'are being used by other

scholars.

2

3

4
JOURNAL. HALF-LIFE measures the historical importance of a journal. Tfie specific value

for journal half-life is the number of journal publication years from the current year

back whose articles account for 50% of the total citations receivedin a given year.

A sho lf-life implies that most citations to a particular journal were to the

mo recent years of the journal, whereas a longer balf-life showa that recent cita-

tions to a fournal include older volumes of the journal. For example, a half-life of

3.7 means that 50% of the citations to,a particular journal in a gfven years were to

issues of the journal that are at least 3.7 years old,

Includes self-citations.

For each journal J, the-TaScIPLINE IMPACT FACTOR (DIF) equals the number.of citations

to.1975-1979 issues of journal J made by 1977-1979 issues of all'hine core communi-

cation journals (including self-citations) divided by'the tdtal.nuMber of articles

published in J during 1975-1979.

5
Speech Monographs became Communication Monographs after the 1975 volume. Data

were inerged where available and appropriate.

6
Not covered by Social- Science Citation Inclex.
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ble 5.. Citation and Impact Data for Journals Most Often Cited by Nine Core

%CoiMun*cation Journals (1977_1979)1

. -'

,

Total cites

Received '

'

4

ii:Oi soukce .

publications

2
-DIF "X impact

lactod
Journal/year
units4

'Rank order bY

# of citations

Rank order
by DIF

m Polit SI. Rev 45
.

...-.''. '' 250,
.._ _

..180 ,,1.98, 5 3 1

Marketing/Res 23 329 * .924. 1.27 5
.

4 2

4 !exas Law Review 10 143 .070
17 2

,m Sociol Rev 19 302 .063' 3.37
ill

7 7 4

1 Personality and
.

.1\

Soc Psy 50 ,
943 .053. 2.39 N 12 1

'sych Bulletin 18 351 .051 3.67 5 8 6

im J Polit Sci 9 206 .044 -.1.08 2 20 7

;olumbia
Journalism Rexiew: 10 239 .042 0.16. 4 17 8

J Appl Psycti 17 '592 .O29 1.58 4 9 9

km J Sociol 8 323 :025 .2.04 ,
4 21 10

Imer Psychol 10 467 .021 3.30 3 17' 11

Mild Level
) 16 .

934 .017 '.. 1.28 6 10 12_

PsYch Rept 13 2539 .005 0.25 4 12 13

Phil & Rhetoric 22
, 3 ,

.5

S Spch Commun 12

, Net 3 13

Media Law Reptr 11 )
1 15

.

Journalism .
.

Educator 20
4

6

Mass Comm Review 11
1 15

Journalism History 14
2 11

,

Polit Comm 12 --
1

.

13

,Fditor & Publ 49 .

6 2

Putplic Relations 4,

Review
2 22

22 1

Rank order
by IF

6 '.

9,
,

2

23

13

7

5

3

8

12

,



Fooxnotes for Table 5

1
The JCR does,not reference the last nine jotir,nals listed-in the Table:

2
For each Journal J, the DISCIPLINE IMPACT FACTOR,(DIF) equals èenumber of citations to 1975-1970 fssues of journal J

made by 1977-1979-issues of all nine core communication journal
(including self-citations) dillided*by the total '

number of articles published in j-during 19-75-1979.

3 -

Of

The IMPACT FACTOR measures the frequency with which the average cited article in a journal has been cited in a given

year. This statistic is coMuted for eackjournal, and is the iatio of the citations made to the last two- years'of

"Journal J" to the number of articles published in those two years. This yields an averagenumber of citations per

article. This ratio tends to discount the advantage of large, established, and frequently issued journals over those

that are.sMall (in terms Of.circulation), new, and issued fewer times per year. The higher the impact factor, the,

more likely it is that articles from a particular journal are being used by other scholars.

4
The journal/year unit is the-set of citations from one year for one journal. 'This index was developed to indicate

when a journal cited heavily by another journal in a single volume was having a disproportionate effect on the DIF.

A relatively low value indicates that pitations come from fewer volumes of the citing journal; a high value indicates

that several volumes.of the ciping journal are responsible,for .the overall number of eltations.

2 4

0

2 5°
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Table 6. Matrix of Citations Made by Citations Received foe Nine

, Core Communication Journalsa

Citin

(1977-197 )

Cent States Spch

Comm Mono/Spch Mono

Communication Res

Human Comm Res

J of Broadcasting

J of Communication

Journalism Quar

Public Opin Quar

-Quar J of- Speech

Cited Journ0i

a.)_Data froM,the Social_Science Citatioh Index were combined for the

three available years (1977-1979). Values on the diagOnal

represent self-citation rates..

b) This value was eArapolated becauservof missing data in-the Social

Science Citation Index.
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,Figure 1

Network Plot of Citation Bias Between Nine Core Journal's in Communication
I

AbbrMaations

QJS 'a QunXterly JournalvOf Speech
CSSJ a Central States Speeck:Journal

CK CommunicaciottKanolizaPhe

HCZ *man CoMnuninition Research

JOC Journal of Communication

J4343 Public Opinion Quarterly

JQ Journalism Querterly

JOB Journal of Broadcasting .

CI m Communication Research

The network plot waa done using the MOTT criteria for.analyming communication

links between n'nodes. The complete matrix used for this analysis brim Table

-4..dr5. Only those Linke greater than dhe mum link (excluding diagonal valuii) were

plotted. The different size circles indicate Whits:mem in self-citation rates.

The different sise.lits indicate
the strength of the citation link,..Tin exact_

velmu for self-cite n and.strength of links are indicated intbLi 3c

viibout arrows are bi-directional.

-4
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